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ABOUT US

Agrowell is a prominent agriculture company that is proud of its successful cooperative
operations, its dedication to offering premium quality products, and its way of doing
business. We embrace the inspirational idea that nature and human beings have always been
inseparable; thus, we take what Mother Nature has to offer and turn them into the highest
quality products as a celebration of the strong bond between nature and humans.

We respect the connection that thousands of years grant us
with while keeping abreast of the 21st century’s agricultural
technology. Where our hard work combines with nature’s
blessings, there emerge the best agricultural commodities we
promise you of.

OUR COMPANIES
Preserving and improving our unique quality standards in the many
sectors we operate in as TOR Holding, we maintain a corporate
vision that grows with every new investment while sustaining an
entrepreneurial spirit and an innovative perspective. Our fields of
activities expand from construction, investment to tourism and
agriculture. As diverse as they are, we project what we value the
most into each and every activity we engage in: superior quality
services.
Our subsidiary companies include Trem Global, Nihal Construction, Torun Law and Grand Sirkeci, with
more enterprises on the way.

Trem Global

Nihal Construction

Trem Global is a leading investing immigration
and real estate company which provides
prominent investors, family offices, banks
and investment firms with an all-inclusive
advisory support, and offers real estate and
law consultancy services.

Nihal Construction operates as a prime
contractor and investor since 1992. It has
been conducting land, residential and
commercial development activities along with
housing services and construction since 1992.
It is the co-partner and producer of residential
projects such as Aris Grand Tower, Aqua
Kavaklı and New Residence.

tremglobal.com

nihalinsaat.com.tr

Torun Law

Grand Sirkeci Hotel

Torun Law and Consulting Department
provides law consulting and advocacy services.
It serves its individual and corporate clients in
English, Arabic and Russian languages in terms
of both local and international business and
investments.

Grand Sirkeci is an outstanding hotel
promising its clients an Istanbul experience
full of Ottoman spirit. It is conveniently
located in the center of the historical
peninsula, offering a unique synthesis of the
traditional and the modern.

torunlaw.com

grandsirkeci.com

We built a multi-organizational structure under TOR Holding in order to become a supreme company,
and we mean to prove our superiority in the agriculture sector. We prioritize being competent in every
field we in which we conduct business internationally, and provide expertise to our customers around
the globe.

AGRICULTURE IN TURKEY
The very first civilizations in the history settled on highly fertile lands of Anatolia where is
known for agricultural practices. From breathtakingly beautiful hanging gardens of Babylon in
Mesopotamia to the ancient olive trees rooted in Aegean region, locals have always engaged in
farming activities. Even after centuries, these fruitful lands continue to offer the best harvests
to those who know how to treat them.
All seven regions of Turkey host arable lands for various agricultural products, making it possible
to maintain farming practices throughout the year. Turkey is one of the leading dry food and
dried fruit export markets globally, world’s largest in dried apricot and sultani grapes production
and distribution to be more precise. Apple sector is also highly profitable: producers in Turkey
offer the most convenient price ranges in the international market.
Along with the conveniences of production, distribution is also highly beneficial in this country.
Turkey’s location gives it easy access to many areas whether in Asia or Europe. Mersin
International Port (MIP) is the busiest in Turkey and connected to all main ports around the
world. It is adjacent to the Mersin Free Zone through a passage. Railway and road transportation
are also provided from MIP to domestic locations and Middle East.

OUR AGRICULTURAL METHODS

Combining the latest technologies with the knowledge and experience we gained from
traditional agricultural techniques, we aim to reach the maximum efficiency for both the buyer
and the seller.
We breathed life into every field we stepped into, and adapted the same approach towards
agriculture sector by always maintaining an innovative point of view. We only work with
agricultural experts who are the best in their fields and use high technology innovations to
achieve the highest quality products possible while sustaining a more efficient, environmentally
friendly and safer approach with these advanced devices.

OUR AGRICULTURAL LAND
INVESTMENTS
Comprehending that the good land has a great potential for producing commodities, we invest in
agricultural lands where we reap the fruits of our hard work. We started in Turkey, yet we do not
intend to stop here.
The global perspective we adapted as TOR Holding guides us through every country that we
wish to make investments in. We embrace the idea of expanding worldwide with the stable
and secure return of agricultural land investments and our grasp on the sector. We aim to make
Turkey hold a favorable position in the global market, just as it deserves.

CERTIFICATION & STANDARDIZATION
Offering high quality products is our ultimate goal. Thus, we follow all the national/international
production policies closely in order to shape our quality standards, and we get our products
tested by TSE and TAREKS.
A public institution in Turkey, TSE is the sole authority responsible for inspecting the products
by testing their compliance with the law, rules, codes and standards applicable in global markets.
It is an official member of globally active organizations, three of them being International
Organization for Standardization (ISO), Standards and Metrology Institute for the Islamic
Countries and European Committee for Standardization. Following the inspection of TSE, our
products receive a certificate which illustrates that their quality and safety levels are above a
certain standard.
TAREKS, also known as The Turkish Risk Based Trade Control System, is a system that makes
quality and safety inspections on import and export goods and conducts risk assessments,
as the name suggests. For agricultural products, an inspector makes physical inspection and
sends a sample to the laboratory if required. The remaining process is carried out online by
the Ministry of Economy. It is an efficient system that is both environmentally friendly and
transparent. TAREKS is a member of UNNEXT, United Nations ESCAP and UNECE.

QUALITY CONTROL
To achieve a maximum level of quality, we work with more than 100 laboratories all around
Turkey, where the soil properties and quality of the irrigation water are inspected and plant
analysis is made. We are aware that each step is equally important in agricultural practices and
take no risk before we send our products to TSE and TAREKS.

DELIVERY
We provide all delivery types found under INCOTERMS. Our customers can choose from 11
different delivery options in accordance with their needs while we take action correspondingly.
We use the latest Frigo containers to provide protection against decomposition during delivery
process which may take months.
In this manner, our customers receive the products in their freshest form. In case our customers
want further assurance, we arrange their insurance against any kind of problem they may
encounter. Yet, if they want to work with another logistic company, they are free to do so.

TH AN K YO U!
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